Belle en Bleu for New England Quilt Seminars
Yardage Requirements: Use any color, including a mixture of colors, for this quilt. When choosing reds,
pick specific types of red prints for the job that the fabric will perform.
Colors 6-20 - 1/3 yard

Appliqué Fabrics:

Use 15 additional beige prints that have a variety of
textures and shades. These are used for clam shells,
and for the appliqué buds.

Color 1 - Fat Quarter
Color 2 - 12” x 12”
Color 3 - 12” x 12”
Color 4 - 3” x 9”

Color 21 - 1/2 yard

Color 21 choose one of your darkest beiges to be
Four shades of blue for vase from dark (1) to light (4). used for the lemon-shaped leaves, buds and “S” and
Blues in sample quilt have heavy white print in good “Z” shaped leaves behind roses. It will also be used in
the clam shells.
contrast to blue background.
Colors 22-26 - 12” x 12”
Color 5 - Fat Quarter
Colors 22-26 use a variety of pink, rose, rust, and
Color 5 is used for the leaves and vines in the
medallion center. It is not used anywhere else on the brown shades for the roses.
quilt. Use a very light fabric with hints of green.
Background Fabric: (blue in cover photo): 2 ¼” yards
Backing Fabric: 46” square, 3 yards of 40” wide fabric (can use remainder for binding)
Binding Fabric: 1/2 yard (blue in cover photo or use backing fabric for binding)
Fusible Web: 20” wide, 10 yards (Mistyfuse preferred, Steam-A-Seam 2 not recommended)

Supplies:


Leaves Galore Petite Template



Grace TrueGrips



Hearts & More Templates, Set of Four



28 mm rotary cutter and new blades



Quilter’s Chalk Line





Chalk writer or Frixion marking pen

Rotary cutting mat at least 18” x 24”, rotating mat
optional



GlowLine Tape or ¼” masking tape



24” long acrylic ruler



Fat Goddess Sheet or similar appliqué
pressing sheet



Thread to match appliqué and background fabric



Color Catchers for washing fabrics

Buy your supplies at online at suepellanddesigns.com
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